An Inspiring Vision for Re-enacting Sustainability - in Alaska and Beyond

The overall goal of the various projects linked and interacting under the Humanity First Worldwide organizational structure is to create a “stewardship support model” for re-enacting sustainability. In its fullest expression, the stewardship support model of sustainability will allow individuals and communities to have all their essential needs supported holistically, organically, and with abiding integrity. This will include a process by which individuals and communities can recognize and identify their true needs, while organizing their lives to optimal fulfillment. According to the stewardship support model, this is the underlying essence of sustainability: When individuals and communities are supported holistically and organically, with life-affirming integrity, they can begin to operate at their fullest potentials.

Of course, in whole systems theory, a healthy whole can only be made of healthy parts. And so, strengthening and supporting individuals and communities to reach their highest potentials will benefit us all. Based on uncompromising integrity, those individuals and communities will be able to share their ultimate gifts at their highest potentials, and so the global community and the whole Earth receive great benefits. For details, see the Sustainability Re-development Plan for Iliamna Village as a holistic model for community development.

The vision for the Buckner Building, in its new illustrious role as Whittier Village, is to become a support hub for sustainability and the stewardship support model in Alaska. We at Humanity First Worldwide are working to include the University of Washington and the University of Alaska in extended educational programs that will use Whittier Village as an experiential learning center. A project goal is to support and align with other individuals, communities, and organizations with similar visions. Whittier, Alaska is a main cruise ship port; as such, another goal of the establishment of Whittier Village as a sustainable community model is to become a base for a statewide Native Eco-tourism program.

A majority of the profits earned from the mines at Iliamna will be utilized to support all these endeavors re-enacting sustainability. Groundhog Mines, LLC will be among the first companies operated under the stewardship support model. This association will support sustainability in many ways: One creatively innovative feature will be micro-credit for sustainability through the Gold-for G.O.L.D. program (Global Optimization of Life Dreams).

In conclusion, please see the enclosed documents for more details of the individual projects.